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Introduction
MILFs Like It Big is the newest offering from the Brazzer network and it features big chested MILFs
who are on the hunt for huge cock! These are all D-cup cougars prowling around their neighborhood
searching for any man with a dick big enough to knock an orgasm out of them. Superstars like Ava
Devine and Nina Hartley get mixed in with newer performers as well. The results are eye-popping suck
and fuck scenes that leave every MILF both sore and satisfied!

Adult Review
Most professional whores get their start in porn before they reach age twenty. The majority of them are out of the skin
business after only a few months... but what happens to the really good ones as they age a little and get into their upper
twenties or early thirties? They become MILFs, and they develop a craving for bigger and bigger cocks!
  
  Here comes MILFs Like It Big to satisfy their desire for huge dong jammed in their fuck-pipes and your urge to watch sexy
seasoned veteran fuck-sluts struggling to allow oversized dick deep into their pussies, mouths and dumpers! No hole is left
empty as one scene after another features the kind of pounding action that younger newer whores simply can not handle!
  
  With big name stars like Ava Devine and Kelly Wells getting the life fucked out of their most intimate private parts, you can
watch as huge stuntcocks are allowed to use up all the juicy enjoyment left in these ladies as they prepare to retire their
pussies and get sent out to the porn pasture.
  
  The movies are all available in 640x480 resolution that lets your dick get a great look at the action and you can download
movies as one click downloads for broadband or dialup friendly smaller scene segments to speed up the load times and
improve your balls' unloading time!
  
  Along with access to MILFs Like It Big, your monthly membership also gets you full access to all the Included Sites on the
right side of this review! That's dozens of porn sites each worth the full price of admission on their own, networked together
and providing you with 100s of hours of popshot-worthy entertainment all for one low price! They do offer a limited trial but
honestly, if you like what you see on the tour you'll be glad you went with the monthly instead because the trial doesn't
include full access. 

Porn Summary
MILFs Like It Big is not a huge site yet but it grows with new updates every week and includes access to dozens of other
networked sites. More importantly, every update is right on target with older Cougars cramming younger cocks balls-deep
into their holes. This is a great place to go if you want to see the final scenes in the careers of some of the world's most
beloved pornstars!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A great new site added to an already fantastic network'
Quality: 89  Updates: 83 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 90
Support: 88 Unique: 78    Taste: 84        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
Brazzers Pass (94) ,Big Tits At School (91) ,Racks And Blacks (90) ,Big Wet Butts (89) ,Doctor Adventures (89) ,Hot Chicks
Big Asses (86) ,Sex Pro Adventures (86) ,Butts And Blacks (84) ,BustyZ (Preview) ,Asses In Public (Preview) ,Mommy Got
Boobs (Preview) ,Big Tits At Work (Preview) ,Busty And Real (Preview) ,Jizz On My Jugs (Preview) ,Jug Fuckers (Preview) 
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Big Cocks, Breasts, Exclusive, Hardcore, MILF
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 2 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 33
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